
The coming Delta lockdown is DESIGNED to invoke nationwide protests so they
can be exploited as a backdrop for false flag event to blame “anti-vaxxers”

Description

USA: Within the next 12 days, multiple sources have told us, the pretender-in-chief Joe Biden will
announce a nationwide lockdown, fraudulently blaming the “delta” variant and “anti-vaxxers” for the
overzealous action. The lockdown will have no specific end date, and it is likely to be strongly resisted
by red states, while blue states will effectively be turned into medical police states with brutal
enforcement of the lockdown measures.Most importantly, the new lockdown will be perceived as so 
overreaching and totalitarian that nationwide protests will soon commence. 

This is actually all part of the plan. The lockdown push is being engineered to invoke a backlash, even
among Leftists who will join conservatives in taking to the streets to protest the medical tyranny.

This backdrop of nationwide protests is the setting needed by the deep state to stage a violent false 
flag event that I’m told will most likely target a medical facility or medical group of some kind. The FBI
will of course be running this just like they ran the Whitmer “kidnapping” in Michigan as well as the Jan.
6th “capitol siege” false flag operation. Nearly every act of terrorism in America over the last two
decades has been plotted and spearheaded by the corrupt FBI, and there’s little question they are
planning a new theatrical caper to place blame on so-called “anti-vaxxers.”

The covid criminals are desperately creating a new crisis to
cover up their previous crimes

The swamp criminals who ran this entire covid plandemic are getting desperate, you see, and they
need to create a new crisis to try to seize even more power. Here’s how this plan will work, according
to multiple sources:

Step 1) Biden announces a nationwide, overreaching lockdown.

Step 2) Americans react against the medical tyranny and take to the streets in peaceful protests.

Step 3) The criminal Biden regime exploits the chaos of the protests to stage a violent false flag attack
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against a medical facility so that blame can be placed on gun owners who are also “anti-vaxxers.”

Step 4) CNN runs with the staged footage, claiming anti-vaxxers are terrorists. The entire media jumps
on the engineered narrative to whip up mass hysteria and hatred against the unvaccinated. This further
divides America while the media whips up the emotions to insane levels.

Step 5) Biden uses the emotional hysteria to issue an executive order outlawing all gun ownership by
civilians. Yes, it’s illegal and unconstitutional, but he will try it. Many red states will denounce the effort,
and this will accelerate the splintering of the United States of America as red states realize they can no
longer maintain any allegiance to a criminal swamp cabal that recognizes no limits of government
power.

Step 6) Biden launches door-to-door “strike force” teams, now heavily armed up after the false flag
theater, to forcibly vaccinate people at gunpoint and confiscate their firearms.

The no-holds-barred war on the American people thereby commences. Mass executions on the streets
of America. Bloodshed on a scale never before witnessed. U.S. military troops turned against innocent
civilians and doctors who promoted vitamin D instead of toxic spike protein injections.

It’s all coming, and the beginning steps are now just two weeks away (or less).

My advice on peaceful protesting

As I explain in my podcast below, here’s what I suggest you keep in mind when joining the peaceful
protests against medical tyranny:

1. NEVER bring weapons to any protest. Not even pepper spray. If you bring weapons, you may
wind up ensnared in another FBI false flag terror plot.

2. DO NOT trespass into any building, including a hospital or clinic. This is how they arrested
innocent, peaceful protesters on January 6th.

3. FILM EVERYTHING and be ready to quickly hide your micro SD card so that the corrupt FBI
can’t confiscate it after they pull off their false flag event. This means preparing in advance to
hide micro SD cards in your bra, shoes, underwear, hair or even other body orifices, should you
dare. Since America is now becoming North Korea, honest Americans must now resort to the
same freedom techniques used by dissenting North Korean citizens who have to smuggle videos
that show the corruption and criminality of the regime.

4. WATCH OUT for efforts by individuals or any group to whip you into aggressive action of any
kind. The FBI will obviously run agent provocateurs who try to convince people to do outrageous
things, and CNN’s cameras will be waiting to capture you on film and destroy your life.

5. IF IN DOUBT, stay the f##k out. Don’t get dragged into some situation that seems fishy or out of
control. Don’t enter buildings or private property. Even be careful what you say verbally because
there are audio recording devices all around you. By merely stating out loud something like, “We
should barge in there!” you can be charged with terrorism under the new Biden regime and its
corrupt DOJ.

Also remember that We the People aren’t going to win this war through kinetic conflict. We’re going to
win by exposing the criminality of the regime, and that means shooting with cameras, not rifles. Use
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the video platforms available today to post your videos and expose the regime. Video footage is your
greatest “weapon” against an illegitimate, criminal government that is now weaponizing the covid
hysteria against the American people.
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